
RACE ISN'T MEEIT 

A s a general rule, the six-year statute of limitations ought to 
apply to responses to journal article er a while it gets 

to be a waste of time. But when the journal in question comes close 
to being the official voice of English-speaking philosophy, and the 
unanswered article presents the danger of lowering the level of 
discourse on an important topic by not allowing us to make 
distinctions between some of the key concepts in that discussion, 
it seems an exception can be made. 

The article in question is "ce as Merit," in the jourflal~ind.' 
In it Michael Davis defends affrmative action by atbeking an  
argument used by its critics. 

The argument [Davis says1 ...assumes, first, that the only just 
criterion of governmental distribution of goods is merit and, 
second, that merit is alwayg something independent of mere 
race. The defenders of affirmative action have, until now, either 
accepted both these assumptions or rejected only the first. I 
propose to reject only the second. (pp. 347-48) 

This rejection takes the form of an agument that "in certain 
societies, including my own, affirmative action can be distribution 
according to merit" (p. 347); and that it is not discriminatory to 
give preference to individuals of one race over individuals of 
another. If Davis were to make his point, defenders of affirmative 
action wouldn't have given up anything by rejecting only the 
second assumption; they could also say that the first assumption 
is irrelevant to an argument against reverse discrimination, since 
a racidly based governmental distribution of goods, if based on 
merit, is just. But he fails to make his point, because he ignores 
the backward-referring character of concepts like "merit," and 
because he assumes that any policy which is justified is not 
discriminatory. There are more concepts involved than Davis will 
allow, and we must be clearer about them than Davis is if we are 
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ever going to be able to use them properly. 
"A merit," Davis begins, "is an attribude of a person properly 

relevant t;r, his receiving the n question.. .. k v e r  is a 
merit makes it more reason give the person having the 
attribute the goods in question. Merit is whatever makes someone 
to some degree deserving (p. 348). There is a nest of confusions 
here. Merit does make it mre r nable to give a person the 
goods: more reasonable, rather than reasonable simpliciter, be- 
cause merit is aprima facie reason for distribution. There might 
be others which outweigh it. (We caza assume that Davis did not 
mean by "more reasonable" that it more reasonable to 
act on merit than on any of the other which would make 
merit an absolute principle of distri is not the c%se that 
wkatemr makes it r nab%% to give the person the in 
question is a merit, and this converse is what Davis argues for 
throughout his paper. To see that there me other principles 
involved, one ha% only to apply Davis' "an attribute of a person 
proper$ relevant to his receiving the goods in question" to being 
n m d  in a will. This surely is relevant t;o receiving the goods, but 
it is just as surely not any merit on the part sf the legatee that 
makes it more reasonable to give him the pods, It is simply that 
he was named. We will see later that being named in a will isn't 
even part of the general area of ethics under which merit is 
ir,c!udd. 

Let us look at the area where merit does reside. It is true that 
''merit is what makes someone deserving," but this is because 
"desert," like "merit," is a backwmd-lookng word, There are a 
whole family of words, of which "merit9' and 'Uesert" are among 
the most general, which have this backward-refening character. 
It would Lake much more space than we have here to make this 
ccampiedely clear, but the p i n t  need ody  ta be raised to have most 
of us intuitively agree with it. I t  is more obvious--and has been 
much d i s c u ~ d  in ethics--in the negative, with words like "un- 
isk": you can'tpunish someone except for something he has done. 
And, on the positive side, it seems much clearer with a word 
like "rewardn than it is with "merit." Yet Davis seems blind even 
to this. He is willing to say "pvernment can reward people for 
their race" (p. 364). But this is nonsense. You can no more 
~ e w a r d  someone for being black than you em punish her for 
being tall. 
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'Merit is an attribute whichn leads to consideration of another 
aspect of the desert-word grouping, which we can bring out by 
means of another of Davis' statements. Re says that it is all right 
to give special consideration to "the blind, veterans, and others 
whose attributes are relevant" (my italics). But the blind, and 
veterans, are different kinds of categories. Being blind is, for our 
Pu , an attribute: it's simply something you are. Being a 
veteran, however, isn't. We ~ a r a  meate a technical (formal) sense 
in which it can be considered an at 
of all veterans, but it is not simp1 
something you have clone that gets you?) membership 
in the cl d by virtue of that 
claim. There is a kind of point in a ve 
that they merit special treatment, a 
an organization representing the blind. 

'Desert" is a broader term than "merit," but even here the 
backward-looking aspect is nec if they are to be connected. 
Joel Feinberg has a careful e on of the concept, in which 
among other things he d i s l in~ i shes  between "deserve" in the 
"merit" sense of worthiness due to what you have done, and 
"deserve" in the sense of entitlement2; exactly the distinction, we 
will see later, that Davis misses when a r ~ i n g  fkom desert to 
merit. 

Once again, it's easier to see in the negative. Consider 
Yahweh's servant Job, sitting on his ash heap and askin 
have I done to deserve this?" Only God, if even She, can 
'Don't ask. I just felt like it." That's the backward-Ioolring part. 
But also, the answer God gives, in terms of who God is and who 
Job is, doesn't really satisfy us; that's why it's taken more com- 
mentary than pmbably any other part of the Old Testament. And 

n it is intuitively unsatisfactory is that who Job is is not 
as what he has done: it's an attribute in Davis9 sense, in 

the being-blind sense. And so it is not relevant to Job's question 
of why he deserves it-you can only be punished for what you've 
done. Speaking of attributes is another way in which Davis 
overlooks the backward-looking character of the desert-family. 

Davis p s  on to argue that there can be good reasons for 
considering race in distributing the @s in a i e t y .  But his 

ent shows only that may qualify you for 
and this would make his point only if m y  qudifimtion were 
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f merit, But if there is one tKng that the history of ethics 
II tci k w h  has taught us, it k3 that there are at  kast two 

basic principles we have to corssider when deciding how to treat 
people, including how we distribute goods to them. Fuzziiy speak- 
ing, in order to fit just about anyhdy's p t k i d  theory, 
one is the Utilitasim principle of the Grea of the Great- 
est Number; the other is some kind of principle of Individual 
Rights, Merit, or dewrt, comes under the latter; one ofyour rights 
is to have what you deserve. The fact that it usually works out for 
the Grmtest G o d  of the Greatest Number in the long run to have 
such a system is a bonus. 

This, of course, is the reason why p u  get the goo& when you 
are named in a will; it has nothing to do with your desert, or any 
other d u d  right. You get them by an &%cial desert, a con- 
vention set up because soc enefik by letting people pass on 
their acquird goods, and se t k  (may---there are people 
who question this) have a right to do so. But insofar as I n d i ~ d u d  
Rights-hence desert, hence merit--are concerned at all, they 
have nothing to do with the legatee in spite of fulfilling David 
'Yelevant ta receiving the goods in qu~stion.'" 

And now we am see that Davis9 exampie (pp. 352-66) sf using 
race as a criterion sf admission b medical school in order to get 
more doctors to treat people of a diadvantaged race is clearly an 
argument fkom the Gregtes'i C*d for the Greatest N~mher ,  a.nd 
so can have nothing to do with merit. He sums it up as follows: 

If 1 am concerned that a fair number of the dostom my school 
graduates end up Issking &r those msst in need of doctors, I 
may,..have to take race into account. If so, ram is relevant and 
you can net complain that I have treated you arbitrarily when I 
refuse to admit you because you did not seem to k the sort of 
person to go where doctom are needed. I rejected you for lack of 
sufident merit. (pp. 365-66) 

Up to the last sentence, this is fine. You haven't been rejected 
asbitrasily. But 'hot &itrary9' does not mean "not (psima facie) 

use not amording to my merit, what 1 d e ~ e m . ' '  Most 
of us would recssize that the last sentence simply does not foilow 
from what has preceded it. And the problem, as before, comes with 

n given to the person comp%ainix of reverse dixrimiwa- 
tion, %mw you do not seem ta be the type of p e m n  to go wfiere 
doctors are needd."Exn if race can be an i m p r k n t  determinimg 
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factor in our =king that dwkion, Davis never quite realizes that 
this puts it into the realm of the Greatest good for the Greatest 
Number and takes it out of the realm of individual r ight . ,  and 
hence of merit, which has to do with an individual's (or group's) 
claim against somebody of something he has done. 

Davis is remarkably consistent in this mistake, making it 
again in introducing his m s m e n t  for preferential admissions: 

If race tells us who is unequal, why not w e  race to pick out 
those who need help? If race tells us who is more likely to help 
those in need, why not use race to pick out those to be given 
the office of helping? If race tells us these things, then race is 
merit. (p. 351) 

Even the style is the same: two points that one can accept on the 
Greatest for the Greatest Number grounds followed by a n  Indi- 
vidual Rights statement which we are supposed to think follows 
logically as well as chronologically. But it can't! if there's nothing 
about rights in the premises, and clearly the claim (even if we 
grant its truth, which we may not) that being an A tells us  that a 
prospective doctor is more likely to practice amongA's is a Great- 
est Good for the Greatest Number principle, and so totally merit- 
independent. You don't merit a place, ra@e isn't meritorious, al- 
though the decision may have keen made "on the merits," i.e., not 
arbitrarily, personally, procedurdly, e tc3 A decision on the merits 
is not nwessariiy a decision that you merit. (Tor that matter, the 
decision may be justified but not jus e difference [one place 
where that usually abominable solecism is correctly used], the 
unjust treatme me individuals being overridden on ex- 
treme Greatest for the Greatest Number grounds--and it 
would likewise be confusing the issue te 
just.'? And it's not one that you merit 

on nothing that you have done. 
This means that Davis seriously misunderstands his oppo- 

nents when he says they claim that "only ability or achievement 
deserve rewards." What they are saying is that only achievement 
does-reward for something you have done. 
you have is a basic position of those who o 
affirmative action. And ability is not som 

merit, not a right; where it is relevant to receiving 
se we feel (possibly w-rongly) that people of ability 

will do the most for society. 
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Just as something went wrong when Davis thought he was 
showing merit but instead was showkg qualification, so some- 
thing goes wrong when he argues that treating racial groups 
differently is not discriminatory at dl, and so not reverse discrim- 
ination. In genera$ he says that a policy is ameptdle if it doesn't 
fawr anybody at  the expense sf anyone else's (chance for a) 
Minimally Decent Life (which to strengthen Davis' we can 
take as meaning suffering harm, even if not by anyone), and all 
rational beings affected would agree to it. This is not intuitively 
umacceptdle as a difference primipie. Ultimately it removes the 
question of whether we can give special consideration to some 
groups from the sphere of mord argument and moves to the 
factual question of whether A's are below the Minimally Decent 
Life threshold, and whether any non-A's might be moved below it; 
and it is always an advantage, ceterispari6u, to be able to move 

ion from moral to h c h d  temitoy* But this gives no 
t all to DaVig' further claim that we also ought to help 

successful A's who might have been m r e  successful but for a 
"racially charged environment." The racially charged society, 
since it undoubtedly does lead to 
but s p i d  consideration for suce 
could &justified by his Minimally Deeent Life--anyone applying 
to law schoal L above it already. 

None sf this, thc~gh,  should nbscure the fact that from the 
b a n n i n g  Davis was not distinguishing d k i m i n a t o q  from non- 
discriminatow action. As  d l  along he claim ts be ~ h ~ w i n g  one 
thing, that race-conscisus policy is not discriminatory, whereas 
what he might the discussion is not helped by his 
fudging-is ano e discrimination may be justified. As 
with "merit," Davis is arguing for the wrong concept. If he seems 
to show amative action as non-discrimimtoly, it is only be- 
cause he define "diseriminatorf from the beginning in such a way 
that only those who are (or would wind up) bel~w the MinirnaiIy 
Decent Life can be discriminated against: "A policy is discrimina- 
tory if . . . some rational personal will . . . not have the chance for 
even a minimally decent life as the rest do9' (p. 358). But surely 
this definition too is idiosywcratic. lb pick out differences, to treat 
differently, is exactly to discriminate, whkver  the status of the 
people whose differences we pick out. H is simply not one of 
the conditions of discrimination. 
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Why is Davis sc4 willing to overlook the distinctiom between a 
reason for distribution without merit and a merit, between a 
justified though discrimimtory policy and a non-discriminatory 
one? He says he wants to call it "merit" or "reward" or "non-dis- 
crimination" for fear that "rejecting the [principle that] the only 
criterion of governmentd distribution of goods is merit" will make 
affirmative action "seem the tragic victory of one cherished prin- 
ciple over another" (p. 348). 'Phis is the same motive that led Kant 
or Mill to seek one basic moral principle, so there could be no 
conflict. But it didn't work we live in a world where there is 
conflict, and we sometimes have to balance one principle against 
another. There is no reason why this has to be called "tragic." 

One final point. Davis'argument is weak in that it depends on 
assuming some theoretical political propositions that many peo- 
ple, especially most who are opposed to af3rmative action, would 
dispute. He says "6overnment is not primarily an agency of 
reward, praise, or gratitude but of doing good more generally, for 
example, by helping people to live justly and well" (p. 349). That's 
one possible position on the function of go nt, but certainly 
not one with which any advocate of the alist state would 
agree.4 Likewise, the claim that every rational pemn will be 
willing tc give up his first preference (that he get treated better 
than anyone else) d support a just policy depends on the 
assumption that there is enough to go around; if there isn't, 
rational persons might very well hold out for their first choice. 
Tkis is a line taken by Bruce Ackennan, who in an otherwise 
egalitarian argument admits Where can be no 
struggle for power" because of "overall scarcity." Davis' argu- 
ment, that is, rests on a politically biased set of assumptions, that 
of a 1960s liberal. An argument for afi5rmative action that intends 
to do anything more than preach to the converted can not be b 
on these assumptions. 

In any case, whatever arguments there may be in favor of 
affirmative action, Davis has not shown that merit is one of them; 
and it is just creating confusion to speak as if it is. 
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